The families did not stop there. We are writing to consult with the families so that we can write our own history and distribute knowledge and information.

THE INVESTIGATION

Company linked to Lesley Ramulifho granted millions to provide false toilets

Raymond Joseph

Lesna’s founding team gave R6m to employers of former President Jacob Zuma’s son, Lesley Ramulifho for “sanitation projects” at 15 schools, but the beneficiaries of the non-profit company that was awarded the contract were not consulted and there were no guarantees that the toilets would be built.

It was one of two grants involving R6m to build “sanitation facilities” at 15 schools awarded in November to two NPOs that have employees of former President Jacob Zuma as directors.

In its application for lottery funding, Lesna signed the R6m contract with the Lottery for the “sanitation facilities” at 15 schools. It provided in its application for lottery funding that the recipient school may be in the Cape Town area. Ramulifho was a director of both companies but resigned his directorship a few months before the grants were awarded, according to Companies and Consumer Bustness Commission (CCBC) records.

The local economy will be boosted as tourists come to visit the site, “he said.

He also announced Standard Bank had contributed R20,000 towards the project.

On Denzhe – you have realised that it was a failure. This was built by the ex-minister, he said.

According to the association, Ramulifho’s failure to answer questions about the grant cast doubt on the legitimacy of the association.

At least two of the four companies that Ramulifho had ties with have been declared as bankrupt, NPOs to be funded.

For many years the flats had been occupied by various NPOs and non-profit companies (NPCs) to be funded.

No one has heard of the association, Ramulifho as directors.

But a flat complex is to be auctioned for a purpose and it should be used to create economic security and distribute knowledge to South Africans.

The site should be guiding us as the Cradock Four guided us as families so that we can write our own history and distribute knowledge and information.

What the roleplayers say about funding

In October, government leaders boosted tourism by welcoming tourists to the Garden of Remembrance in 1985.
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New series ‘Shadow’ gives Dladla star status

A Johannesburg-born Afrikaans-speaking actor is明天（13日）起， enforcement action will begin on the roads.

The Department of Transport has warned drivers of the upcoming enforcement action. A supervisor announced that word had been received that enforcement officers would be on the roads from tomorrow.

The supervisor had been informed by the National Road Safety Council of a significant increase in the number of violations at checkpoints.

He warned drivers that they could be fined up to R5,000 for failing to use their seat belts, with an additional R1,000 for each adult or child. Drivers found to be speeding could face fines of up to R10,000.

The supervisor urged drivers to take the upcoming enforcement action seriously. He said they should be aware that compliance with the law is not optional and that enforcement officers would be on the lookout for violations.

The supervisor advised drivers to plan their journeys and avoid road travel when possible, as the enforcement action would result in delays at checkpoints.

He also reminded drivers that the enforcement action would cover all roads in the country, including highways and local roads.

The supervisor urged drivers to be vigilant and to ensure that all of their vehicles were roadworthy. He said that in the event of a vehicle breakdown, drivers should call for assistance from the nearest emergency services.

The Department of Transport had also reminded drivers of the importance of reporting any incidents of road damage or obstruction.

The supervisor said that the upcoming enforcement action was a response to the serious issue of road safety. He said that the Department of Transport had received reports of a significant increase in the number of road accidents in recent months.

The supervisor urged drivers to take responsibility for their own safety and the safety of others on the roads. He said that the enforcement action was a step towards achieving the goal of making the roads safer for all.

He ended his statement by thanking drivers for their cooperation and urged them to comply with the law at all times. He said that the Department of Transport would continue to work towards achieving the goal of making the roads safer for all.